The role of 3D modelling in archaeology is increasing exponentially, from fieldwork to architecture to material culture studies. For the study of archaeological objects the roles of digital and print models for public engagement has been much considered in recent literature. For model makers, focus has typically been placed on exceptional and visually striking objects with inherent appeal. In contrast, this paper explores some of the potential roles for 3D digital models for routine artefact research and publication. Particular emphasis is placed on the challenges this technology raises for archaeological theory and practice. Following a consideration of how 3D models relate to established illustration and photographic traditions, the paper evaluates some of the unique features of 3D models, focussing on both positive and negative aspects of these. This is followed by a discussion of the role of potential research connections between digital and craft models in experimental research. Our overall objective is to emphasise a need to engage with the ways in which this gradual development has begun to change aspects of longestablished workflows. In turn, the increasing use of this technology is argued to have wider ramifications for the development of archaeology, and material culture studies in particular, as a discipline that requires reflection.
Introduction
Archaeology has been described as a discipline of things (Olsen et al., 2012; Witmore, 2014) , placing material culture at centre stage for understanding the past. Yet, we could consider the interplay between people and objects to be fundamental for deriving social meaning (Barrett, 2016) , and so our approach to either is fundamentally predicated on a desire to know more about the other. This duality is not restricted to ancient relations. Artefacts as physical things invite interaction, and so by handling them as we study them today, we learn to think through, as well as about, these objects. Their material qualities and affordances influence our thinking still. It is little surprise then that we commonly use visual, as well as narrative, methods for documenting and presenting material culture. This visual engagement is now changing as advances in digital technology have relatively recently made it possible for 3D interactive models of objects to be easily generated. This presents a new way to engage and interact with material culture in regular research workflows and academic outputs as these models become commonplace. We ask in this paper what are the ramifications of this for a 'discipline of things' and how do we best use them to understand past practices, and engage with our colleagues and a wider audience today?
To that end, this paper explores the recent development of 3D modelling for artefact studies in archaeology and arises from a workshop held in 2016 at the UCD Centre for Experimental Archaeology in University College Dublin. Our focus is less on the mechanics of production, and more on the implementation of 3D models of smaller, portable objects as research tools. We first evaluate the context of 3D modelling as a mode of visualisation, and then proceed to consider how this both challenges and augments aspects of artefact research traditions, with a particular emphasis on typological and morphological research. We next assess some of the ways in which 3D modelling complements experimental archaeology, a field where physical models have long played an important role.
As objects and things from past social worlds come to play a formative role again in archaeological practice (Knappett, 2010; Sørensen, 2015) , 3D modelling has several distinct roles to play. This is enabled by what may be considered a 3D model production revolution, whereby archaeologists with basic, yet specific, skillsets can rapidly produce highly detailed interactive models of objects they study using a variety of affordable techniques. This new type of visualisation has the potential to change the way we think through and present objects, but it also provides new ways to actually measure and evaluate their material qualities as research 'objects' in themselves (Bevan et al., 2014; Molloy et al., 2016) . With this in mind, we are interested in 3D models not as a novel and exciting development, but rather we seek to explore some of the potentials for their routine and regular use. This has considerable possibilities in our field, which is in itself largely predicated on the visual and tangible; things we should not take for granted (Perry, 2015; Morgan & Wright, 2018) .
Visualising Material Culture
For over a century now we have used drawings and photographs as the primary means through which we communicate the visual properties of objects. While these media enable us to represent both general and specific features, certain viewpoints of the objects are, out of necessity, placed beyond the reach of the viewer in 2D presentations. Objects are accessed through the filter of intentional presentation in an intangible, frozen two-dimensional format. For those of us who have the opportunity to work closely with material culture, the invitation to handle, feel, engage, explore and learn is hardly present in this typical scenario. For better or worse, we are now in a position to rapidly, and perhaps more importantly, cheaply, produce 3D digital models of objects that we can engage with and manipulate on-screen. These may also be printed to an accuracy of microns. The quality of the technology and ability of general practitioners in archaeology to access and use 3D modelling is only going to grow over time, and so we find ourselves at a juncture today where some of the things we have taken for granted in archaeological discourse are being transformed -the way we visualise, represent, communicate, share and even engage with the objects that are at the heart of our discipline.
It would be complacent to view this change as a natural progression devoid of intellectual and methodological implications, or as simply adding more tools to our already rich toolkit. The gradualness of this change is perhaps what has led to surprisingly little discussion of the impact of 3D modelling for object research. Yet, in a relatively short space of time (perhaps the last five years), we find ourselves in a situation in which many practitioners are changing key aspects of how they document and record objects. This is very much a complementary technique alongside established visual documentation and representation. However, as the use of 3D becomes more widespread and digital publication (or access to publications) continues to increase, so does the possibility of displacement of traditional visualisations in particular contexts, both strictly academic and more casual (e.g. blogs). For this reason, we address in this paper some of the changes that 3D modelling introduces to workflows and presentation of objects and, by extension, how elements of the visual culture of archaeologists are changing. Perry (2013, p. 283 ) stresses that such changing trends in visualisation can be an impetus for larger conceptual changes in the field. At present, this impact is best represented in already strongly digitally oriented or public engagement approaches, but this is slowly filtering through to more workaday approaches to material culture research. Carlson (2014) makes a compelling argument that illustration provides perspectives that digital models simply cannot, providing a timely cautionary note. In this respect, our position is that we rarely find ourselves in an 'either-or' scenario and that we need to better explore the possibilities of 3D models as tools that complement existing methods, and not as challenges to them (yet).
As may be predicted, when a new visualisation technique or technology becomes available, the initial trials focus on particularly interesting objects, as defined by their exceptional qualities (e.g. rarity, value, aesthetics). 3D modelling is no exception, and in most instances where we find it used in current research, the objects selected are either visually interesting, historically important in their own right or unique pieces. Fundamentally, they are rarely things that are fully representative of the typical material world from which they emerge or archaeologists routinely encounter in their work. Arguably, we are at a stage when 3D technology is being used for exceptional cases and not for day-to-day documentation and presentation of objects in the same way that photography and illustration are. Of course, this arises both from the novelty (at present) of the technology and, perhaps more importantly, the investment of time needed to make models. No doubt this will change, possibly quite rapidly, and so will the ways that we can use 3D models effectively. This in turn identifies a challenge for the ongoing use of 3D models; namely if they can be useful at the level of assemblage-scale analyses, both as analytic tools and as visualising media. Fundamentally, this raises the issue of if these models can be used to enhance routine archaeological analyses. A number of practical challenges can immediately be identified, whereby current methods struggle to capture reflective or transparent materials and objects with sharp edges ). Beyond such current technical impasses lie the more practice-based issues of suitability, applicability and efficacy, which we consider next.
Imaging the Past
Traditionally in archaeology we use 2D photography and schematic illustrations to represent objects and assemblages of interest. For some rare items, typically for their exceptional quality or state of completeness, we may choose to visually document them using multiple images, and invest more in narrative discussion of the objects and producing a range of images. Recording other items, particularly those that are not very frequent types of find, we would typically visually record as many of the surviving pieces as possible when making catalogues of these -for example various categories of bronze objects documented in the Prähistorische Bronzefunde publication series. Equally, when publishing site-specific assemblages, if a manageable amount of particular categories of objects is found, all pieces may be illustrated. Once we get to the larger scale, such as dealing with ceramic or lithic assemblages from cultural traditions that led to thousands of fragments coming from a site or survey, then illustration is of necessity limited to those that represent specific items or details of interest that are either exceptional or representative of categories.
Ultimately, the choice to illustrate or not is bound by a number of factors from research agendas to publication limitations (i.e. the number of images permitted, or permissions to use colour images). This issue is perhaps exacerbated when it comes to 3D modelling for several reasons. Foremost is the time investment currently required to build models. The issue of accuracy should be acknowledged, but any effective 3D capture and modelling workflow today should be producing images that are accurate to microns, and certainly sub-millimetre. Perhaps the biggest issue is the most mundane one, and that emerges most at the assemblage level. It is not realistic to open dozens of models on a screen at any one time, as we can with conventional images. This is compounded by "refresh rates", if we could so crudely put it, because leafing through hundreds of illustrations to compare items of interest in a catalogue has no 3D model counterpart currently (Figure 1) . Similarly, Carlson (2014, p. 271 ) emphasises the 3D model encourages single view-point engagements, whereas traditional methods enable several viewpoints of a single object to be presented alongside each other in a single image. Both scenarios highlight a shortcoming whereby the individuality of 3D models can ironically confound their accessibility. Alongside this, we often do not work with objects, but small fragments of them. Taking the example of pottery, it is generally desirable to illustrate the crosssections of many diagnostic sherds, even when en face images are not depicted. This provides an 'at a glance' short-hand for the chronology of a feature or site to the trained viewer. 3D modelling of ceramics may serve a better purpose for complete objects or specific sherds where technology and / or function are being evaluated, not stylistic features (Opgenhaffen et al., 2018, this issue) .
A further related issue is that of conveying coded information through a drawn image / illustration, what Carlson (2014, p. 272) considers conceptual, as distinct from realist, modes of depicting objects. For example, lithic assemblages have typically been illustrated using simple black and white line drawings in which one can emphasise certain technical characteristics of material using specialist conventions or shorthand, e.g. the platform of an object, direction of facets, modification of the edges (retouch), use-wear, etc. (Figure 2) . A similar observation on the use of visual short-hands in site plans is discussed by Morgan and Wright (2018, p. 6 ). An experienced lithic specialist can readily and rapidly detect key features of objects without examining the illustration in detail whereas a 3D model, though depicting features perhaps more accurately, requires the information to be either visually defined or a narrative mark-up to be read. The illustration conventions or focal point of photographs rapidly allow social issues to be addressed by reading images, something that 3D models are less effective at communicating immediately. This raises the issue of what we are modelling and why the boom in model-making continues on public access sites such as Sketchfab, which in turn calls for reflection on the different ways we typically use images of material culture in archaeology.
Alongside this differential treatment of objects and the investments we make in depicting them, we also face the issue of subjectivity in image capture. This is far from innocuous, particularly when imaging is seen as part of the interpretive process (Carlson, 2014; Perry, 2015) and that archaeological meaning is "not so much summarised as it is actually constituted" by the image (Moser, 1992, p. 837) . This is salient because an illustrator, or indeed a photographer, experienced in studying a category of object will capture and emphasise details that emerge from their detailed understanding of what is being visualised.
On the other hand, an illustrator tackling a variety of materials and shapes representing a variety of technologies and functions, as we find in many excavation reports, will identify and miss features on certain materials that another illustrator would understand and present differently. These natural biases may also be further impacted upon by the intention of the parties soliciting or creating the image -i.e. the expert/specialist. For example, the excellent and detailed catalogues of European Bronze Age metalwork seen in the Prähistorische Bronzefunde series use a standardised illustrating format. This is often achieved by re-drawing sketches and photographs taken by different scholars writing the various volumes. The illustrations themselves are often somewhat idealised or 'restored', such that blemishes and features diagnostic of the biography of an object have been smoothed away by the illustration process or conventions. For example, on bronze edged-tools and weapons from several European countries presented in volumes in this series that were examined by BM, use-wear is rarely identifiable in the images but can be clearly seen on the original objects. It is literally drawn away and not visible to subsequent researchers who remain dependent on the catalogue images rather than making repeated museum visits to study the same material. The intention here is not to single out and criticise a single body of work, but rather to emphasise how illustration can be highly subjective and there are even creative aspects at work to enhance the intended meaning of a specific study -in the above case to define typologies. Just as meaning can be encoded in illustrations, as discussed for lithics, so can errors or opinions be subtly embedded and circulated.
Photography is perhaps less subjective, but the issue of selectivity of areas captured, viewing angles, focal depth, distance from subject, lighting, etc. are all set at the time of capture and thus encode the specific meanings intended. It is obvious that conventional illustration and photography remain paramount in visual documentation of objects, and so our intention here is primarily to foreground some of the inherent biases and limitations of these approaches. Nonetheless, it is important because these intentional elements are fundamental for interpretation as they are often used to emphasise and convey meaning related to particular features, such as use-wear or taphonomic changes (e.g. corrosion, fracturing).
3D models are themselves crafted items, contingent upon the quality of source data and the setup of hardware, along with post-processing of images and data during the modelling process, including trimming, decimation, and other modifications to the actual models that are produced (Marić & Pendić, 2017) . Nonetheless, the objective is to build a visual representation that is as close as possible to the original in every visual and metric property. In this, there is less room for subjectivity or even error because the degree of user-intervention is closely controlled through software interfaces (e.g. there is little scope for areas of an object to be out of focus or for shading of features to be misrepresentative). As with any creative visualisation process, there remains within 3D modelling a useful degree of flexibility to modify or even stylise an image, or features of it, when working with digital models built directly from data obtained from original objects. This would, however, typically occur late in a workflow. It can be seen as intentional modification of, or deviation from, the rendering of an object using a routine workflow to achieve a specific result. Thus, while we have the flexibility to make and manipulate 3D models so that they are not 'faithful' digital copies of real things, as with any form of visualisation this is an intentional choice.
These developments in image production and access are considered in this paper in relation to object visualisation and research processes more than the complex, and much debated, issue of digital technologies democratising heritage more broadly (Taylor & Gibson, 2016) . We would argue that while not quite 'democratising' visualisation, the 3D model in many ways brings with it a standardisation of the creation and presentation of imagery irrespective of the material or object form being visualised, or at least it has the potential for this. In this sense, it homogenises depiction conventions. Of course, there remains variability according to the method and equipment used. However, the general objective is quite different to artefact illustration traditions where conventions are immensely varied according to material type, field of study, regional scholarly traditions, or personal preference. These can range from schematic line drawings to photorealistic ones. While photography may be seen to already occupy this common ground, the quality and post-processing treatment of photographic images can be variable, and the capture of features on certain media such as chipped stone or glass can require quite particular lighting conditions or backgrounds.
3D models stand at the end of our interpretive chain and are largely contingent upon interaction and manipulation by the viewer. They can be viewed from any chosen angle, lighting can be adjusted to emphasise particular features ( Figure 3 ) and a viewer can 'naturally' move between sites of interest in a manner that maintains the context of these on the overall object. The viewer has the option to zoom in to explore features, and on a high resolution model this can equate even with 10x magnification with a handheld lens. From the position of the person recording an object, the subjectivity of choosing sites of interest is virtually abandoned. Emphasis is best placed on creating a model that most closely emulates all features of a target object. The image or model generated is at once photorealistic in that the texture and architecture both simulate the original object, but they are also schematic because features (such as the texture) can be turned off. They can also be viewed as point-clouds or as meshes in an even more schematic, yet precise, manner. Fundamentally, 3D scans enable the morphology, geometry and non-metric features of objects to be selectively explored, even with respect to such simple steps as extracting cross-sections from desirable locations. The traditional selection of cross-section and en face illustrations to communicate an object's character are both integrated in the 3D model in a dynamic fashion. This is important because the features of a ceramic vessel that a researcher of typology and chronology evaluates may be quite distinct from the features an experimental archaeology researcher may require for exploring technological features. Going beyond any short-lived novelty or public engagement values of this now well-established visualisation technology, this interoperability of models can be seen as a focal point that links different approaches to material culture studies. Models can also be exported in a variety of forms, from still images through to videos or used in augmented reality environments. Models are thus transitioning rapidly from novel toys to genuine tools in material culture research and knowledge production.
A crucial, yet largely underexplored, feature of the point-cloud perspective of 3D models is the ability to compare these systematically using a range of commercial and open-source software (Bevan et al., 2014; Hassett & Lewis-Bale, 2017) . A particular value of models can therefore be their potential second-life, such that a high-resolution rendition of an original object can become a research tool in itself. This is a substantial difference to traditional documentary processes, because the visualisation actually becomes a new object in its own right, which has the capacity to enter entirely new discourses when it is reused (Morgan, 2012) . With 3D models, the reasons for choosing a particular object to illustrate and how features on this convey socially meaningful information need not be immediately evident to a third party. For example, selecting a sherd to illustrate a particular craft tradition used to make a vessel, such as coil building technology, cannot be emphasised or exaggerated in the model (Revello Lami et al., 2016) . However, it is possible with many interfaces (such as the currently popular Sketchfab web resource) to mark up hotspots that provide detailed text information that appears when clicked without cluttering the image. This allows the critical depiction of specific features of interest and contextual viewing of these in relation to each other. This is important because it opens up the model as a focus for dialogue but also effective reuse, because anybody can identify and mark up different features on the same model once it is in circulation (Molloy et al., 2016, p. 81) .
Considering 3D models from a different perspective, at a research level, we tend to use multiple senses when studying the technology of many materials and objects. In the case of ceramics, for example, we may scratch them with our nails, rub them with our fingers, tap them on hard surfaces to hear the hardness of their firing (qualitatively!), or even lick or place them in our mouths, as strange as the latter two in particular may sound. 3D models cannot convey any of these facets to an artefact researcher, but they nonetheless have a materiality about them that lies somewhere between this experiential perspective of primary studies and the passive recipient position of a reader looking at a still image. It is the way this pseudo-materiality activates thinking processes that archaeologists are perhaps not yet entirely comfortable with and have as yet inadequately theorised (Di Giuseppantonio Di Franco et al., 2015) .
The Thing with Typologies
An area where the image plays a particularly central role in archaeology is that of artefact catalogues and the presentation of typological divisions of the presented objects. The study of the shape of objects and their categorisation goes back to the antiquarian days before the discipline of archaeology existed in any real sense, and it has remained little changed in essence since then. In creating a typology, a researcher selects visual features that are considered to be diagnostic on a given object, and through comparison of sets of these in an assemblage of objects, distinct groups or types can be defined, essentially on a presence/absence basis. For example, if a ceramic pot has a certain rim and body shape, handle position and perhaps decoration, it can be allocated to specific groups and sub-groups on this basis. The researcher at once decides which features are relevant and what combinations should be assessed. The capacity for subjectivity in this is obvious, and so it is common to find similar objects in different countries divided quite differently and using incompatible nomenclature, as seen conspicuously for the bewildering array of names for the Naue II A, B and C / Nenzingen / Reutlingen / Cetona / Stätzling / Allerona category of Bronze Age swords (e.g. Bader, 1991; Harding, 1995; Kemenczei, 1988; Kilian-Dirlmeier, 1993; Peroni, 1970; Schauer, 1971) . Sørensen (2015, p. 85) argues that the "continued existence and the simultaneous lack of continuous theoretical scrutiny of what the concept of typologies mean is a core concern", and that we should not "assume their relevance without reflecting on what they mean."
This shortcoming with our traditional and current way of looking at objects is perhaps most visible in Bronze Age studies, particularly regarding metalwork -the language and 'family trees' relating to objects takes on a virtually biological feeling whereby features of distinct objects are combined to form new ones over time. How craftspeople understood or interpreted features of some objects, combined these with features of others and modified each of these in line with their own visions are often quite lost, as are the potential dialogues whereby ideas can be expressed by consumers/users to craftspeople that influence the shapes being produced. When we think of current theoretical trends that explore hybridisation / creolisation / entanglement (Fahlander, 2007; Hodder, 2012; Molloy, 2016; Stockhammer, 2012; Van Dommelen & Rowlands, 2012) as ways in which traditions are partially exchanged and how these are materially constituted, then a better understanding of shape values needs to be addressed. These trends contend with the issues raised by Sørensen (2015) on the neglect of continual reflection on typological approaches. They mainly, however, reflect on the issue of mixing of forms from a theoretical rather than routine artefact study perspective, though they do emphasise why differences and similarities actually matter.
It will not be suggested here that 3D models in themselves establish any particular paradigm shift in this regard, but rather that they provide interesting tools for exploring some of the alternative ways of finding social meaning in shape variation. As many of us are increasingly concerned with the interplay between material choice, function, size / volume and shape of objects, alongside traditional typo-chronological markers, the 3D model can be seen to complement the changing needs of the image for the study of objects. The essence of the object, from macroscopic craft traces or use-wear to its texture and ergonomics, enable us to better consider the biographic features of objects and the people that interacted with them. 3D models convey these data in a very accessible manner. Bringing together consideration of function and form in the study of shape can be effective for addressing some of the social background underlying why shapes developed and evolved, including the influence of the performative and aesthetic features of other objects their makers or users encounter (Molloy 2011) . In this sense, metric, morphometric or taxonomic approaches that consider the technical, mechanical and functional aspects of shape warrant more detailed consideration than they currently receive in many studies of material culture. Essentially, the focus on defining hierarchies of similarity to relate objects can overlook the significance of the differences that can relate to different performance qualities of the objects. For example, sword hilts are almost exclusively used in Bronze Age studies to define types, while the blades (i.e. the business end) are typically ignored. This is despite that area of the object being more relevant to the social aspects of why particular swords were made and used in the manner they were or how they develop over time and space (Georganas, 2010; Peatfield, 1999) .
The use of 3D models presents two means to aid the rethinking of how we can approach objects alongside typological considerations. The first is as a development of geometric morphometric analysis, whereby points on different objects can be compared quantitatively (Buchanan & Collard, 2010; Costa, 2010; Lycett & von Cramon-Taubadel, 2013; Selden Jr. et al., 2014; Wilczek et al., 2014) . 3D point clouds are ideally suited to this form of analysis, which can be conducted manually even on 2D objects, but can be perhaps more effectively employed on 3D objects (Bevan et al., 2014) . The thousands to millions of points on models that represent features of original objects can be compared in a similar manner as landmarks and semi-landmarks in conventional studies to assess degrees of similarity. Traditionally, we use these to calculate similarities using geometric morphometric analysis (utilising statistical methods such as principal components analysis), with defined landmarks being set on specific locations, while the semi-landmarks are relative to these. However with point clouds, there is sufficient density of points all over an object to make much more detailed evaluations by comparing the relative position of points to each other on different models (Bevan et al., 2014; Hassett & Lewis-Bale, 2017) . This is possible because in real spatial terms, points may be simply microns apart. Obviously, all objects will be different, but this approach establishes a less visually subjective means to set the criteria for comparing objects and their shapes. At a basic, but effective, level this can be achieved by aligning and overlapping point clouds of different but similar objects, and colourising the non-overlapping element differently (Bevan et. al., 2014, Fig. 4C ). However, using geometric morphometric approaches, statistical differences between points can be interrogated (Hassett & LewisBale, 2017 ) and these can alternatively be visualised using graphs, such as dendrograms, or charts such as temperature maps that highlight degrees of similarity and difference (Hassett & Lewis-Bale, 2017 , Figure  S1 ; Bevan et al., 2014, Fig. 4 ). Addressing variability is very much user-defined and not automated, but is effective for bringing out and visualising data patterns that can be interpreted. This can open up the capacity to move beyond strict typological groups and begin to compare objects in a manner that can better incorporate the individuality of each. By this we mean that the parameters of groups can be shifted according to the questions asked, and each distinct object makes a contribution.
Hassett and Lewis-Bale (2017), by way of methodological example, compare two distinct approaches for comparing the shapes of different replica hominid mandibles, though the methods can be applied to any shape of object. They use established landmark and semi-landmark approaches on the one hand and dense point clouds generated using structure from motion (SfM) on the other for geometric morphometric analysis. The first approach located the landmarks and semi-landmarks that had been mesh generated using SfM and analysed differences using Principal Components Analysis. One problem, perhaps even more relevant to artefact studies, was the difficulty in finding suitable places for landmarks. For the mandibles, this arose from preservation issues whereby the same elements were not always preserved. This may affect objects, but equally, pinpointing specific points of reference on objects with few sharply defined features, such as a flat copper axe, can be a problem. Using the point cloud data and Iterative Closest Point analyses, Hassett and Lewis-Bale (2017) could identify relative differences between different clouds to compare models. This was possible by measuring the mean or median distance between the points in one cloud and its nearest neighbour in another point cloud, which requires each to be finely co-registered with the other (Bevan et al., 2014, p. 253) . Using this approach, Hassett and Lewis-Bale (2017) could define meaningful degrees of similarity and difference comparing point clouds alone with similar effectiveness to the landmark approach. At a more basic level, free and open source software such as Cloudcompare can be used to define differences between point clouds or meshes using heat maps to illustrate differences between specific objects.
One further feature of 3D models is that metric features can be far more rapidly and accurately measured than can be achieved manually, so that a greater amount of meaningful data can be generated for comparing, for example, technical and wear aspects of making and using artefacts (Golubiewski-Davis, 2018, this issue) . The model, as a physical entity, can also be measured in other ways not possible with the actual object, such as precise volumetric analysis of containers of any (but typically open topped) variety (Jaklič et al., 2015) .
Revisiting the Idea of Models in Archaeology
The use of 3D models of ancient artefacts, both digital and printed versions, has demonstrable potential for public engagement or outreach initiatives, particularly when working closely with museums (Di Giuseppantonio Di Franco et al., 2015) . The flexibility of models for communicating within academic discourse in archaeology is in its infancy still. Even though academic journals now commonly publish in print and digital formats, and indeed many people more regularly access the digital versions, the capacity to host digital 3D models is lagging behind demand, even with the largest publishing houses. While this no doubt will change, as a marker of where the field stands in 2018, this is a significant problem, with scholars working at the vagaries of commercial websites that cannot guarantee stable addresses for models, and whose links may be broken or lost in the near future.
This presently undermines one of the great benefits of 3D models, which is the ability to mark-up certain features of interest with text, enabling a visual assessment and interpretation of objects simultaneously by the viewer. This brings a degree of reflexivity to academic analyses of objects that is currently lacking. To take an example, our recent study of metalwork wear analyses used a 3D model of a bronze sword with each site of damage annotated with interpreted details ; https://skfb.ly/NT7O). The narrative presented in the academic text and the interpretations linked to the image can be subsequently interrogated or critiqued by the creator or a third party alike (Figure 4) . Equally, prior to publication, such approaches open up new means of remote collaboration, whereby various parties can consider features in detail. This has long been possible using digital video footage, but even so, it is the experience of moving around an object under your control that allows feedback between the object and the viewer, in a broadly similar fashion as when we turn an object over in our hands and simultaneously move our eyes over its surface to understand it using multiple senses. The 3D model, of course, lacks many key elements of real objects, even when printed, such as material texture, weight, temperature when touched, etc. (Eve, 2018, this issue; Di Giuseppantonio Di Franco et al., 2015, p. 245) . This raises the issue of how 3D models may relate to established methods of model-making in archaeology, notably using experimental craft methods.
We have long had the capacity to make 3D models in archaeology through crafting replicas. The entire sub-field of experimental archaeology is predicated on making and using things that represent, approximate or even replicate ancient material things (Mathieu, 2002) . While traditional illustration depicts specific things, replication creates new things that represent elements of the original but establishes a different dialogue with the viewer. We would argue that 3D models reside somewhere between these two positions. They can convey the visual qualities of an object while also in some ways simulate their material properties by enabling a relative perspective on different features to be assessed as the object is turned over in our digital hands on-screen.
It is possible to manually fill in some blanks on 3D models through restoration of missing parts, using methods sensitive to the material properties of the original medium. Some have even explored the possibility of taking this a step further to assess the material properties of a digitally restored version of a partial object. This has been attempted using wooden artefacts from the Neolithic site of La Draga in Catalonia, where functional tools and weapons, including two bows, were virtually reconstructed and their properties analysed in a hybrid digital -physical experiment using wooden test pieces (Moitinho de Almeida & Anton Barceló, 2013). At a more basic level, it is possible to "inflate" wooden objects that have been compressed or contracted over time by stretching them back into their original shape, thus partrestoring / part-reconstructing the original shape.
3D models also make excellent interlocutors between ancient objects and replica objects for experimental archaeological projects. Using the case of metalwork wear analysis, traditionally this would be conducted in distinct stages. Kienlin and Ottaway (1998) advocate experimental testing and then analysis of use-wear traces on ancient objects. In BM's research, this procedure was inverted and systematic consideration of wear on ancient swords and spears preceded experiments with replicas of these, thus allowing the testing to be modified if unrepresentative forms or intensities of damage were emerging (Molloy, 2006) . The 3D models, already to some extent today, make this approach to research design somewhat redundant and will no doubt do even more in the future as their resolution, accuracy and quality increases. When making highquality digital models of objects, one by necessity must observe and engage with ancient damage intimately during the workflow of a photographic or scanning session. This is also the time when detailed records and drawings may be taken, and so the objects are intimately explored in the established manner, but the researcher can literally take away a copy of the object for further study. When conducting field tests, this means that the wear visible on the digital model can be re-examined dynamically as wear propagates on replicas during testing . The same would certainly apply to a wide range of experiments or studies that focus on macroscopic craft or wear features on objects. A further application of 3D modelling has been explored recently by BM while making replicas of Bronze Age metalwork. The process for casting broadly starts with manufacturing a template of the object to be made, which is then impressed into a clay-based mould, dried and potentially fired. Finally, the melted bronze is poured into the clay-based mould. It is quite feasible to make the template from many materials and to use measurements of original artefacts to aid in the design. 3D models of original objects can, however, be used to make even more accurate replica objects when they have metric attributes associated with them ( Figure 5 ). It has been observed that shrinkage on drying clay-based moulds and molten bronze as it cools can lead to a reduction of ca. 10% in the overall dimensions of the finished artefact in relation to the template (Ó Faoláin & Northover, 1998; O'Faolain, 2004) . With 3D models, it is possible to print these quite inexpensively to serve as templates, and in the process, it is easy to scale up the model to 111% to accommodate the shrinkage. If using the same clay for repeated casting runs, this figure can be adjusted to achieve more precise and reliable measurements to get even closer to the original. In practice, the templates are partly modified to remove roughness, but overall, they provide a highly accurate tool for experimental archaeology. The use of physically printed models is admittedly limited as a tool for primary research, because of the very different material properties of the original and print media. However, this is not always the case and in our recent experimental project, a SfM model of a Bronze Age lamp from the site of Gradište Idjoš in Serbia was 3D printed (Figure 6 ). This was coated inside with a thin layer of refractory material, bringing it up to the correct weight and oil-proofing it. With oil and a wick placed within this, the object was used for testing. A ceramic replica was also made for a more conventional approach to this testing, but the results of these tests were comparable. Though this was less of an ideal use of prints for experimental work than the casting templates above, the potential for making and using highly accurate functional replicas that have performance qualities suited to testing particular problems remains to be explored in detail. 
Discussion
This paper has dealt with several issues that we are currently faced with when producing and using 3D models of archaeological objects and assemblages. Our aim was to touch upon different aspects of the technology that, even in its infancy in material culture studies, has already demonstrated great potentials and challenges for our research. Illustration of archaeological objects can be seen to be in many ways integrated with, even dependent upon, particular aspects of our research interests. There has been surprisingly little reflection to date on how the evolution of how we visualise material culture in archaeology has changed as traditions have evolved. Moving from the nineteenth century, when photography was used economically and illustration was selective, through the explosion in digitalisation of both approaches in the early twenty first century, right through to the nascent move to 3D modelling, the way we construct and use images has evolved fundamentally. Standing apart from most theoretical developments in the field, this has been a fairly innocuous process, but the 3D model has emerged as a resource at a time when an alleged 'material turn' is once more foregrounding objects in researching the past (Sørensen, 2015) .
Although this transformation in the image is not a driving force of change, can we justifiably consider it innocuous or passive? If we are finding new ways to materialise past things, even virtually, then this presents new venues for researchers to engage with the past. The extent to which this will remain in the domain of public outreach and citizen science, and how much it can subtly but cumulatively affect material culture studies, remains to be seen. Certainly the move from the use of images in the early days of archaeology, to single out and illustrate impressive finds using high artistic input, to the more recent standardised schematic approaches with many in-built conventions or traditions, and back full-circle again to a technique that requires crafting and encourages selectivity for visualising, is of interest. This raises potential issues of actually restricting access to assemblages or categories of objects by virtue of highlighting a (even more than typical) select few that are chosen for modelling and subsequent circulation (Taylor & Gibson, 2016, p. 415 ; See also Rico, 2017, p. 224) . The image as a vehicle for conveying knowledge in archaeology has constantly been evolving in tandem with illustration conventions and photographic technologies. Indeed, there is a generally accepted set of standard tools and methods for visualising particular categories of object and/or material (e.g. chipped stone tools). As the discipline has developed from 'cherry picking' objects for high quality illustration to a situation whereby we focus on larger interrelated assemblages, our mentality and the way we consider objects has coevally changed. So what now?
Our first impression was that with the current 3D trend, the time investment and focus on objects of specific interest brings us partly back to the early days of archaeology with the careful selection of objects for representation / modelling. Therefore, one of our concerns in this paper was how this method (tool) can influence our routine study of artefact categories and assemblages, how we convey these, and what further analytic or research functions the models can serve. It is inescapable that 3D modelling provides a similar schema for depicting all categories of material culture using identical conventions. This raised the question of whether this was democratising the use of images in archaeology or running the risk of undermining the evolved role of illustration as a vehicle to convey meaning with ease and clarity (Carlson, 2014) . The obvious deficit was that conventions that have been developed as shorthand for technical features in specialist fields, e.g. retouching or micro-wear on lithics, may be lost. Another concern was the presentation of larger groups of related artefacts that we typically need to present in a publication and how we can then appropriately use these images in routine research and dissemination. Though making an object 'spin' on screen can allow us to engage with it as specific thing, the need to rapidly scan-view hundreds of objects to assess the interrelatedness of assemblages cannot be achieved effectively and routinely with current software interfaces. In the future, we might expect to be able to search for parallels on the basis of the shape, geometry or texture of an object (just think of automated face matching in contemporary security circles). Today, however, 3D modelling remains an exceptional tool to suit specific tasks, yet we should not by necessity view it in purely reductionist terms as a niche affair.
While we struggled to see how 3D modelling of assemblages, rather than individual pieces, might be performed now or in the future, we are already experiencing great benefits from the technology, not only as a tool for presentation but also in aiding our research agendas. The initial advantage is the authenticity of the high-resolution models that can be rotated and manipulated by a viewer, enabling greater objectivity in presenting particular representative or exceptional objects than previously possible with only photographs and illustrations. There is far less room for subjective choice or manipulation by the image maker. One positive repercussion of models for object research was said to lie in a shift in the emphasis from typological categorisations of form to morphological or taxonomic analyses of shape that brings both form and function more coherently together. This important point arises out of the interoperability of models for very different approaches within archaeology as a discipline. Another useful role of 3D models was to enable us to compare objects and their degrees of similarity both visually and quantitatively using subjective and statistical / objective methods. This has the potential to challenge how we relate objects to each other in a manner that better individuates the contribution of each piece to the overall pool of knowledge.
For experimental archaeology, the digital 3D models were shown to have a potential role during the testing process, notably for replica tools and weapons during tests that generate use-wear which need to be compared with ancient data. Printouts of models could be used as tools in the production of replicas, augmenting the potential for authenticity. Employing prints as actual tools for experimentation was considered briefly through the case of a 3D PLA print of a Bronze Age (possible) lamp. When shape is the primary criterion for exploring function, then 3D printing indeed can have a role, but when features such as weight, porosity or texture are needed, then they are less useful or even risk misrepresenting ancient technologies. This relates also to the potential role of 3D modelling of objects for the protection of endangered, or indeed lost, heritage or for sharing rare objects between remote places via digital printing, and other new reasons for modelling objects that have not been considered in this paper. Clearly copies of invaluable ancient things are no replacement for originals in terms of collection management and we should be cautious about third parties equating the two too closely -a copy in no way replaces the original or renders the latter redundant or unimportant.
As a tool or representative medium, we can be critically aware of the limitations of 3D models for some of our key analytic or research routines that require assessment of many items in rapid succession. Nonetheless, we should not underestimate the impact of this technology on our workflows, thinking processes and ways of communicating knowledge. The uses of models for analytical aspects of the field, from primary object research to experimental archaeology, can be seen to be generally enhanced by this technology. At the same time, we should not overestimate the benefits of this for much of the routine work we do when conducting material culture research and, leading on from this, how useful it can be for communicating our more mundane findings in a palatable and interesting way to a wider audience. Finally, we would argue that 3D models play a useful role in material culture studies and that their increasing use affects the trajectory of the discipline in important, and many potentially unseen, ways.
